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About This Game

You are Miss Bauxmont, the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. With your mother always away on business trips, you find yourself
infatuated with your personal butler. For several years, you have vied for his attention, but to no avail. However, you are now 17

and your mother has plans for you involving a certain suitor who has come into town.

What will your future hold on the chessboard?

---

Estimated Gameplay Time: 45 minutes - 1 hour

FEATURES:
-5 Endings

-Main Character Name Input
-Love Interest (Butler) Name Input

-Full English Voice Over
-Original Soundtrack by Christopher Escalante

CHARACTERS:
_____ Bauxmont - YOU! You are the heiress to the Bauxmont estate. Raised by the servants, you've been very sheltered and

have grown quite fond of Sophie, your personal maid, and your butler.
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_____ the Butler (CV: Bradley Gareth) - Your Love Interest! Your personal butler whom you can't get out of your mind. After
years of vying for his attention with no success, will you ever be able to obtain his love?

Sophie the Maid (CV: Michaela Laws) - Your best friend and personal maid! She is a silly maid who loves to spoil you and
make you happy on top of making sure your fit for royalty. However, with guests, she is very straightforward and polite; almost

a complete 180 switch.

Lady Bauxmont (CV: Hayden Daviau) - Your mother and current holder of the Bauxmont estate. She is strict and businesslike,
not truly caring about love, but about the future. She is harsh with you, but for good reason.

Isaac Newport (CV: Jonah Scott) - A new suitor. He is gentle and fun, but he's not really the type to have romance. He's merely
the type of guy who wants to care for someone like a little sister.
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Honestly the best game I have ever game. this game is so much fun to play ... yeah~! i cant't say so much about this game XD
but is so fun
. NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!!
NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!! NICE !!!. After so much tension and
stress of finding notes and other stuff, you know you have to press "Alt+F4" as soon as you hear the metallic footsteps
becoming faster and louder towards your direction.
Nice Quick-time-event but its too hard every time. Just waiting for Reassembly 2! :)
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This is how your first experience will probarly be:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=so6modTX3Fo

If the issues that i encountered are fixed i believe you could get a lot of hours out of this game but as always beware that this is
an ''early acces'' game and is not guaranteed to become finished.. love the game so far. keep up the great work guys.. worst
dungeon keeper ever. Awesome game, very much enjoy the purchase. Would like to see 1st person perspective if possible.. I
own hundreds of games on Steam, and Dustoff Heli Rescue is one of my all time favorites.

This game is a side scroller that uses an extremely simple control scheme of only two buttons. Left, right (A,D). The twist about
this side scroller is that you are a helicopter, and the game is as much about vertical control as it is about horizontal.

To move straight up you hold A and D. To go left, you let go of D. To go right, you let go of A. Feathering these two buttons is
how you achieve fine control of the helicopter. After a few minutes it feels pretty natural.

I suggest using manual fire mode, it's more fun than the auto-aim/fire. If you go with manual fire mode you will aim and fire the
gun with mouse/mouse1.

My guess is that most negative reviews are from controllers, because I could see the controls for this game feeling less intuitive
on a controller. If I was using a controller I think I'd have left and right controls on the triggers and I'd have fire on the stick
click/depress so I could shoot while aiming.. Good concept ruined by poor execution. The main problem with Respawn Man is
the controls. You can't jump as you land which makes the platforming feel incredibly stilted and will frequently lead to you
running off cliffs and into hazards. The graphics also take away from the enjoyment of the game. They look pretty bad, but
that's easy to deal with; the main problem with them is that there is a lot of screen tearing. There is some fun to be had in
respawn man to be sure, but it's short length (I beat the game in ~45 minutes) and multiple issues make it very difficult to
recommend. Overall I would avoid this game unless it's already low price was heavily discounted, $.25 or less.. Second time of
use and no longer working. Game won't launch.. wow this is really damn fun and even works on my way below min spec
computer
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